The effectiveness of any machine learning algorithm depends, to a large extent, on the selection of a good subset of features or attributes. Most existing methods use the syntactic or statistical information of the data, relying on a heuristic criterion to select features. In this paper, we investigate an alternative less-studied approach called user-oriented feature selection by exploiting the domain-specific semantic information. Given any two features, a user is able to express which one is more important based on the semantic consideration. Such user requirements are formally described by a preference relation on the set of features. Algorithms are proposed to construct a subset of features that is most consistent with the user requirements. Their properties and computational complexity are analysed. User-oriented feature selection offers a new view for machine learning and its potentials need to be further investigated and explored.
INTRODUCTION
Feature or attribute selection is one of the fundamental tasks of machine learning [1 -8] . As pointed out by Blum and Langley [1] , concept learning can be conceptually divided into two subtasks of feature selection and concept formation. Feature selection deals with the problem of deciding the features to be used and concept formation concerns how to combine those features to describe the concepts. At the one extreme of feature selection, all features are used, and at the other extreme only a minimum number of features are used [1] .
Many different types of feature selection algorithms have been proposed and studied [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . They can be classified in various ways, depending on the evaluation criteria, search strategies, the results of the selection process, and so on [2, 3, 5] . An examination of the extensive studies shows that most of the approaches are data-oriented. They use the structural, syntactic and statistical information of the data. The results of a feature selection algorithm are determined by its search strategy and evaluation criterion. The same subset of features is always produced from the same data, independent of the specific requirements of different users. There is a lack of systematic study of domain-specific semantic information and user involvement in a feature selection process. On the other hand, semantic information may play a crucial role in determining the practical value of machine learning. Furthermore, different users may want to see distinct aspects of the same data. The gap between the existing algorithms of feature selection and practical needs of users calls for new views and methodologies.
In this article, we argue for a semantic and user-oriented view of feature selection for machine learning. We present not only a general framework based on the notion of user preference of features, but also algorithms for finding a good subset of features according to user preference. A practical difficulty with any semantics-based approach is the representation of semantic-information. It is difficult, if not impossible, to design a simple and yet universally acceptable method to represent and explain semantic information. We take an indirect approach in this study. Instead of explicitly stating the semantic information, we explore its implications. More specifically, we leave the task of semantic interpretation to a user and assume that a user is able to rank features based on semantic considerations. Since different users will rank the same set of features differently, one can naturally obtain different subsets of features from the same data. Thus, the use of semantic-information in terms of user preference of features is a distinct characteristic of the proposed framework.
The ideas of user ranking of features in machine learning have been discussed by Wang and Wang [9] Wang [10] . Algorithms have been proposed and studied for constructing a subset of features, called a reduct [11] , with respect to a given user ranking of features. Suppose one feature is ranked ahead of another feature by a user, the feature ranked ahead is interpreted as being more preferred, and hence more important. It is a natural requirement that a reduct reflecting user preference should contain more preferred features and not contain less preferred features, as much as possible. Unfortunately, the algorithms given in [9, 10] do not necessarily produce a reduct with such properties. Yao et al. [12] formally describe user ranking of features as a preference relation on the set of features. Two ordering relations on the set of all reducts are introduced to systematically establish connections between user preference of features and user preference of reducts. More specifically, by insisting on the inclusion of more preferred features, one obtains an optimal reduct under the left-to-right lexical ordering of reducts. By insisting on the exclusion of less preferred features, one obtains an optimal reduct based on the right-to-left lexical ordering of reducts. A fundamental question is how to obtain such optimal reducts. We show that the problem of finding the optimal reduct under the left-to-right lexical ordering is NP-hard. Consequently, heuristic algorithms are suggested and analysed.
This paper is the first of a series of papers devoted to useroriented feature selection for machine learning. We argue that such an important view is urgently required by the high practical needs. For simplicity and clarity, we assume that user preference is described by a linear ordering of attributes and limit the scope of discussion to theoretical investigation. This enables us to focus on the fundamental issues and to bring them to the attention of researchers.
To have a more complete and practical model, many additional issues must be studied thoroughly. One issue is to weaken the assumption of a linear ordering on the entire set of attributes. A potential solution is a linear extension of a non-linear ordering on a partial set of attributes [12] . Another issue is the evaluation of user-oriented feature selection algorithms and methods. The traditional criteria and performance measures, such as the accuracy, generality and prediction power of classification rules, may no longer be applicable. Instead, we need to focus on the human understandability and practical cost of applying the classification rules. Some evidence to support this argument can be found at our previous work on user understanding of rules [13] . Once we resolve these issues, it is possible to carry out extensive and thorough experimental evaluation. The results may not only provide more evidence to support the theoretical study, but also suggest future research issues. In the forthcoming papers, we will report on experimental evaluation that is complementary to the present theoretical investigation.
In this paper, we use features and attributes interchangeably. To be consistent with the literature of rough sets, we will use attributes in the subsequent discussion. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notion of user preference of attributes and the optimal reduct under user preference. In Section 3, we show that finding the optimal reduct is NP-hard. Consequently, in Sections 4 -7, we formulate the problem, suggest heuristic algorithms, analyse the algorithms and compare them with other algorithms, respectively.
OPTIMAL REDUCT INDUCED BY A USER ORDERING OF ATTRIBUTES
In this section, we first review notions related to attribute selection in the rough set theory [11, 12, 14] and then introduce user preference of attributes and the induced reduct.
Information tables and reducts
For simplicity, we restrict the discussion to the problem of attribute selection for the task of classification. We further assume that information about a set of objects is given by a set of attributes. An information table representing a classification problem can be expressed as a pair, S ¼ (U, C < D) with At ¼ C < D and C > D ¼ 0 = , where U is a non-empty, finite set called the universe of objects, C a set of condition attributes and D a set of decision attributes. For an attribute a [ At and an object x, the value of x on a is given by a(x). The values of objects on D may be viewed as the labels of their desired classifications.
In an information table, for a subset of attributes B# At, an equivalence relation called indiscernibility relation is defined as:
The equivalence class containing an object x is denoted by [x] IND(B) or simply [x] B . The family of equivalence classes defines a partition, U/IND(B), of the universe. Equivalence classes are the basic blocks used to construct approximations of any subset of objects.
The pair apr B ¼ (U, IND(B)) is called an approximation space. For a subset X #U, its lower and upper approximations are defined by [11] :
Based on the lower approximation, the positive region of X is given by: The set of decision attributes defines a partition U/IND(D).
The positive region of equivalence classes in the partition U/ IND(D) with respect to B # C is:
The set POS C (D) denotes the positive region of U/IND(D) with respect to the entire set of condition attributes C. The classification power of C is given by POS C (D). If POS C (D) ¼ U, then every object can be correctly classified based on C; otherwise, some objects may not be correctly classified.
In many situations, not every attribute in C is necessary to achieve the same level of classification. That is, we need an attribute selection algorithm to find a subset consisting of all necessary attributes. In rough set terminology, the result of an attribute selection process is commonly called a reduct. A reduct consists of a set of singly necessary and jointly sufficient attributes that has the same classification power as C.
For an information table S ¼ (U, C < D), a reduct of S is a set of attributes B # C satisfying the following two conditions [11] :
While condition (i) states that attributes in a reduct B are sufficient, condition (ii) implies that every attribute in B is necessary. A subset B * #C is called a reduction of S, if it only satisfies (i), i.e. attributes in B are jointly sufficient but some of them are not necessary. It is easy to see that a reduction of S may not be a reduct of S, and a reduct of S is a reduction of S. A superset B* of a reduct B of S, namely B#B*, a reduction of S. For a reduction B* of S, there must exist at least one reduct B # B * . For an information table S ¼ (U, C < D), its discernibility matrix, M(S) ¼ (c ij ) nÂ n , is introduced by Skowron and Rauszer [14] as:
where n is the number of the objects in U and i, j ¼ 1, 2, . . ., n. The discernibility matrix is also simply written as M. For convenience, we can alternatively express the information in the discernibility matrix as the following set:
The notion of reducts can be explained using the discernibility matrix [14] . In fact, many reduct construction algorithms have been proposed and studied based on the discernibility matrix, [9, 10, [14] [15] [16] .
There is usually more than one reduct in an information table. Let jCj denote the number of attributes in C. Hu et al. [17] showed that the number of reducts in an information table may reach up to jCj jCj=2 :
Each reduct describes a particular aspect of the data. Different users may prefer different reducts of the same information table.
In the literature of rough sets, an optimal reduct is commonly defined by a subset with the minimal number of attributes. By using less number of attributes, it is expected that the derived classification rules are more generally applicable. This definition is consistent with widely used measures in machine learning that focus on generality and predictive power of rules. On the other hand, optimal reducts as defined by the number of attributes may not correctly reflect specific user requirements. It appears that we need to search for new approaches for defining and finding the optimal reducts according to user preference.
User preference of attributes
In solving a real world classification problem, one can easily be convinced that some attributes are more important than others. A user may prefer certain attributes based on certain semantic considerations, such as their importance in the understanding of the problem, the actionability of the derived rules, the cost of performing certain tests when using the rules and many more. In this paper, we do not restrict the discussion to any specific semantic interpretation. We consider a more generic framework by treating user preference of attributes as a primitive notion. More information on the study of user preference can be found in the literature of well established measurement theory and decision theory [18, 19] .
The concept of user preference has in fact been used by Wang and Wang [9] , and Zhao and Wang [10] for the construction of reducts reflecting user requirements. They suggested that a user's requirements can be described by an ordering of the condition attributes, called attribute ordering. Yao et al. [12] presented a more systematic study on this topic, which established a theoretical basis for reduct construction based on user preference.
Given any two attributes a, b [ C, we assume that a user can state which one is more important. More specifically, a binary relation on C can be defined by: for a, b [ C, a 1 b () the user prefers a to b:
If a 1b, we simply assume that a is more important than b, and will not get into the details on why and how a user arrives at USER-ORIENTED FEATURE SELECTION FOR MACHINE LEARNING 423 such a preference. By imposing conditions on user preference, it is possible to have many types of user preference relations [18, 19] . In this paper, we assume that user preference is formally defined by a linear ordering. That is, a user can rank the condition attributes one after another linearly. Our main objective is to argue for the consideration of user preference in attribute selection, rather than studying various types of user preference. Thus, the simple, and perhaps stringent, assumption of linear ordering is sufficient for us to develop the main ideas. In general, one may study other types of user preference.
In a linear ordering of attributes, more important attributes are ranked ahead of the less important ones. For example, given a user ordering of four attributes, a 1 b 1 c 1 d, we say that a is the most important attribute and d is the least important attribute. For another ordering, d 1 c 1 b 1 a, d is the most important attribute and a is the least important one. For convenience, we also say that attributes are put from left to right according to the decreasing order of importance.
The assumption of a linear ordering of all features is for the simplicity and clarity of mathematical analysis. The assumption is not as restrictive as it appears. In practice, there are two methods to weaken this assumption. First, a user may consider two attributes to be of the same importance. That is, a user ranking may in fact be a partial ordering, instead of a linear ordering. Second, a user only needs to rank a small subset of most important attributes, and we can put all other unimportant attributes at the end of the user ranking. In both cases, we can apply a technique that extends a non-linear ordering into a linear ordering on the entire set of attributes [12] . Based on the linear extension, the proposed methods can be immediately applied. In many real world datasets, a reduct contains a small portion of the entire set of all attributes. This suggests that one can indeed rely on user ranking of a subset of attributes. That is, as long as a user ranks the most important attributes, a reasonably good reduct will be obtained.
The optimal reduct
Given a user preference relation on the set of condition attributes, it is necessary to define the notion of the best reduct reflecting the user preference. Based on different criteria, different definitions of optimal reduct can be obtained [12] .
Intuitively, an optimal reduct should contain more preferred attributes. This leads to the introduction of optimal reduct under the left-to-right lexical ordering of reducts, a natural generalization of user preference of attributes to user preference of sets of attributes [12] . Suppose a user preference relation on the set of condition attributes C ¼ fa 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m g is given by a linear ordering l :
Without loss of generality, we assume that attributes in R 1 and R 2 are ordered under l as follows: a i 1 1 a i 2 1 . . . 1 a i u and a j 1 1 a j 2 1 . . . 1 a j v . This allows us to compare two reducts from the left to right. We say that the reduct R 1 is better than the reduct R 2 with respect to l if there exists an attribute a i k in R 1 and attribute a j k in R 2 such that a i k 1 a j k , and for any h , k, a i h ¼ a j h . It should be noted that under the left-to-right lexical ordering a more preferred attribute dominates all other less preferred attributes.
Given an attribute ordering l, we can easily order reducts of an information table. For example, for a user ordering of eight attributes, l : 5 , a 8 g, and hence R 1 is ordered ahead of R 2 . That is, according to user preference, R 1 is better than R 2 .
The optimal reduct can be defined as the best reduct under the left-to-right lexical ordering of reducts. More specifically, we say that a reduct R is optimal, with respect to an attribute ordering l, if for any other reduct R 0 , R is better than R 0 under the left-to-right lexical ordering [12] . The following theorem shows that the best reduct is unique. THEOREM 2.1. The optimal reduct with respect to an attribute ordering l is unique.
Proof. Assume that optimal reduct based on a given attribute ordering l is not unique. Let R 1 ¼ fa i 1 , a i 2 , . . ., a i u g and R 2 ¼ fa j 1 , a j 2 , . . ., a j v g be two optimal reducts. From the definition of an optimal reduct, if R 1 is an optimal reduct and R 2 another reduct different from R 1 , then there must exist an attribute a i k in R 1 such that a i k 1 a j k and for any h , k and a i h ¼ a j h . This contradicts with the fact that R 2 is an optimal reduct. Therefore, the optimal reduct must be unique.
A An attribute ordering uniquely determines its optimal reduct. On the other hand, two different attribute orderings may in fact have the same optimal reduct.
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY FOR FINDING THE OPTIMAL REDUCT
We investigate in this section the complexity issues for finding the optimal reduct.
Quantitative evaluation of reducts
In order to obtain a computational model for constructing the Optimal Reduct Based on an Attribute Ordering (ORBAO), it is useful to study quantitative evaluation of reducts. In other words, the values of the function should truthfully reflect the ordering of reducts under the left-to-right lexical ordering [12] . Given a set of condition attributes C ¼ fa 1 , a 2 , . . ., a m g, we assume, without loss of generality, that a user ordering is represented by l : a 1 1 a 2 1 . . . 1 a m , where the left most attribute a 1 is the most significant attribute and the right most attribute a m is the least significant attribute. For an attribute 
Obviously, for any two attributes a and a 0 , we have:
From the indexing function i, we define another function:
The function y truthfully reflects the user preference of attributes. That is, for attributes a and a 0 , we have:
For the previous example, we have
. From the function v, we define the following evaluation of a reduct R:
Let RED(S) be the set of all reducts of an information table S. The function, f l (R): RED(S) !Z + , assigns each reduct a positive integer. We can show in the following theorem that the function f l truthfully reflects the left-to-right lexical ordering of reducts. THEOREM 3.1. Let R 1 and R 2 be two reducts of an information table S and l an attribute ordering. If R 1 is better than R 2 under the left-to-right lexical ordering, then f l (R 1 ) . f l (R 2 ).
. ., a j v g under the left-to-right lexical ordering. There must exist some a i k 1 a j k and for any h , k, we have a i h ¼ a j h . Thus,
It follows that f l (R 1 ) . f l (R 2 ). A The evaluation function has many additional important properties that makes it a reasonable choice among many functions. Property 1. Let R 1 and R 2 be two reducts of an information table S. With respect to an attribute ordering l, a j 2 , . . . , a j v g. By the assumption R 1 = R 2 , there must exist an attribute a i k , such that a i k = a j k and for any h , k, a i h ¼ a j h . Without loss of generality, assume a i k 1 a j k , that is to say, R 1 is better than R 2 according to l, it follows that f l (R 1 ) . f l (R 2 ). This contradicts with
A The property 1 shows that the mapping f l is a one-to-one from the set of all reducts to Z þ .
Property 2. If R is the optimal reduct, then for any other reduct
Proof. It directly follows from the definition of ORBAO and Theorem 3.1. A By property 2, the optimal reduct has the maximum value.
Property 3. Let R be the optimal reduct and R 1 and R 2 be two reducts. The reduct R 1 is better than R 2 if and only if
Proof. It directly follows from Theorem 3.1.
A Property 3 states that if R 1 is better than R 2 , then the value of R 1 under the evaluation function f l is closer to the value of the optimal reduct than the value of R 2 .
Finding the optimal reduct is NP-hard
Skowron and Rauszer [14] proved that the following Hitting Reduction Problem is NP-complete.
Hitting Reduction Problem Instance: Discernibility matrix M of an information table S ¼ (U, C < D) and a positive integer K.
Question: Is there a subset B # C, jBj K and B [ Reduction(S)?
The set Reduction(S) consists of all reductions of S. A subset of attributes B [ Reduction(S) if it contains at least one element from each subset in M.
We can prove that K-Hitting reduction problem is also NP-complete.
K-Hitting Reduction Problem Instance: Discernibility matrix M of an information table S ¼ (U, C < D) and positive integer K.
Question: Is there a subset B * # C, jB
THEOREM 3.2. K-Hitting reduction problem is NP-complete.
Proof. We transform Hitting reduction problem to K-Hitting reduction problem.
As the instance of K-hitting reduction problem is identical to the instance of hitting reduction problem, we only need to
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prove that there is a hitting reduction of S of size K or less if and only if there is a K-reduction for S of size K. Suppose B is a hitting reduction of S of size K or less. If
As B contains at least one element from each subset in M, B < B 0 also contains at least one element from each subset in M. That is, there exists a B * ¼ B < B 0 which is a K-hitting reduction of S of size K.
Conversely, suppose B * is a K-hitting reduction of S, i.e. jB * j ¼ K. B ¼ B * is a hitting reduction of S of size K or less. A In rough set theory, what we are interested in is a reduct of information table S, instead of a reduction. For this purpose, we formulate the K-Hitting reduct problem.
K-Hitting Reduct Problem Instance: Discernibility matrix M of an information table S ¼ (U, C < D) and positive integer K.
Question: Is there a subset
By the definitions of reduct and reduction, we know that a reduct satisfies more conditions than a reduction. Thus, K-Hitting reduction problem is no harder than K-Hitting reduct problem. Since K-Hitting reduction problem is NP-complete, we can conclude that the K-Hitting reduct problem is NP-hard. THEOREM 3.3. K-Hitting reduct problem is NP-hard.
All the problems discussed so far assume that all attributes in S have the equal weight of 1. If we assign different positive weights to the elements in S, for example, positive integers without loss of generality, then those problems change to the corresponding weighted problems. These weighted problems are also NP-hard. Now, we only need to prove that the K-Weighted Hitting Reduct Problem is NP-hard.
K-Weighted Hitting Reduct Problem Instance:
In this case, the K-Weighted Hitting reduct problem is restricted to K-Hitting reduct problem. By the fact that K-Hitting reduct problem is NP-complete, K-Weighted hitting reduct problem is NP-hard.
THEOREM 3.4. K-Weighted hitting reduct problem is NP-hard.
From Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we can conclude that the problems for finding a reduct B of S, with a fixed number of attributes in B or a fixed total weight of attribute in B, are NP-hard. If the number of attributes in B or weight of B are not determined, we have even harder problems.
The optimal reduct based on an attribute ordering (ORBAO) is the reduct R which satisfies
Thus the ORBAO problem belongs to the maximal weighted reduct problem and is NP-hard.
THEOREM 3.5. ORBAO problem is NP-hard.
The proof is similar to the proofs given so far using the standard techniques discussed in [20] .
FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM OF FINDING THE OPTIMAL REDUCT
Given that finding the optimal reduct is NP-hard, it is necessary to search for heuristic methods for constructing the optimal or a near-optimal reduct.
Basic formulation
Recall that the evaluation function f l truthfully reflects the user preference of reducts. Given a sequence of reducts fR i g, one can therefore use the function f l to test if the sequence converges to the optimal reduct. If the function approaches to its maximum value, the sequence converges to the optimal reduct. By Property 3, the function f l can also help us in generating a sequence of reducts that converges to the optimal reduct. This leads to heuristic algorithms for finding the optimal reduct. Formally, given an information table S ¼ (U, C < D), finding the optimal reduct can be expressed as an optimization problem defined by the following mathematical model:
where l is the user ordering of attributes, L(S) the set of all linear orderings in S, g an algorithm for computing a reduct from a linear ordering and R the reduct computed by g for the linear ordering q. The solution to the above optimization problem can be obtained through a search of the reduct space, which in turn can be generated by the algorithm g. There are two basic issues involved. First, the algorithm g must be reasonably fast, although it may not necessarily produce the optimal reduct with respect to q. Second, in generating a sequence of reducts, we want to make sure that the sequence converges to the optimal reduct with respect to the user ordering l. This means that we should choose wisely the next linear ordering in each step based on the current one, so that the reduct computed by g is closer to the optimal reduct with respect to l.
An algorithm g may also be interpreted as defining the mapping g : L(S) ! RED(S). Several algorithms have been proposed and studied for finding a reduct based on a linear ordering of attributes [9, 16] . They are in fact reasonably 426 H. LIANG et al.
fast algorithms. We can use any of them to produce a reduct from a linear ordering of attributes. In this paper, we adopt the tree-based reduct construction algorithm proposed by Zhao [16] . An outline of this algorithm is given in Appendix 3.
We are now ready to present a more detailed description of a heuristic method for searching the optimal reduct. The user ordering l of attributes is used as the starting point of the search. A sequence of linear orderings fq k g is generated iteratively according to a certain strategy. At the kth step, a reduct R k ¼ g(q k ) is computed by an algorithm g. The evaluation function f l is used to compute the fitness of R k , and the next ordering q kþ1 is produced. In principle, it is possible to find the reduct R that maximizes the evaluation function. Since we have proved that finding the optimal reduct is NP-hard, the search needs to be terminated when certain condition is met. The result may therefore be a local optimal solution to the problem.
Remark. In generating a sequence of linear orderings, we impose the following two conditions:
That is, the next linear ordering must be different from the current one, and the search must be at a better direction.
Search strategy
With the optimization model, the ORBAO problem is reduced to a search problem. An important issue involved is search strategy, which can be examined based on the notions of neighborhood, feasible search direction, feasible search direction set and so on.
Han and Wang [15] discussed the relationships between reducts and attribute orderings. In particular, the second-attribute theorem has important implications for deriving a good search strategy. The relevant concepts introduced in [15] are reviewed first.
Second attribute: Let M be the discernibility matrix of an information table S and l an attribute ordering. For each element of M, we can represent it as a string of attributes ordered based on the ordering of attributes. For example, given an user ordering a 1 c 1 d 1 b, the set fa, b, dg is represented as the string adb. For an element a ¼ a x b t B t [ M, the attribute b t in a is called the second-attribute of a, or S-attribute of a for short. The index of b t in l, i(b t ), is also called the subscript of S-attribute of a. If a ¼ a x , then a x is a core attribute [14] . In this case, a does not have the S-attribute. To reflect this, the subscript of S-attribute of a ¼ a x is assumed to be þ1.
The first attribute a in the string a ¼ aB is called the label attribute of a. Based on the label attributes, we can derive an equivalence relation on elements of M with the induced partition given by M/L(l). The equivalence class defined by an
There may exist an attribute which is not a label attribute, and [a] is only well defined for label attributes.
S-attribute Theorem: For an attribute ordering h, let the largest subscript of S-attribute of all strings in [a x ] be m. Suppose q is another attribute ordering obtained through rightward moving attribute a x in h to the location y. For the reduct construction algorithm g proposed in [15] (see also Appendix 1), g(h) ¼ g(q) if and only if y , m.
Remark. If y ! m, then g(h) = g(q) with a x Ó g(q).
Consider now a simple example for illustration. Suppose that the discernibility matrix is given by M ¼ fa, bef, cd, cg, bcg, in which each element is represented as a string based on a linear ordering, 
Remark. S-attribute theorem is not always valid for every reduct construction algorithms. Two examples of algorithms satisfying these conditions have been recently proposed and studied. They are the reduct construction algorithm based on an attribute ordering [9] and the reduct construction algorithm based on a tree expression [16] .
Let R be a reduct of an information table. If a [ R, we say that a is a reduct attribute of R, and otherwise a non-reduct attribute of R.
Normal attribute ordering: Let R be a reduct of an information table. If an ordering is the one in which all the reduct attributes of R are located in the left portion of the ordering, it is called the normal attribute ordering.
Remark. In fact, any given attribute ordering l can be transformed into the normal attribute ordering by moving the attributes in l, a finite number of times.
Standard normal attribute ordering: Let R be a reduct of an information table. If all the reduct attributes and non-reduct attributes of R in a normal attribute ordering are the same as the user attribute ordering l, this normal attribute ordering is called the standard normal attribute ordering corresponding to reduct R, and denoted by standard(R). The standard attribute ordering is unique for a given reduct. We use s to denote the standard normal attribute ordering.
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Neighbor and neighborhood: If an attribute ordering q is obtained by rightward moving, only one attribute a i to the end of s, q is called a neighbor of s, and this process is denoted by s À À À ! a i q. The set of all the neighbors of s is called the neighborhood of s, denoted by N(s). As the standard normal attribute ordering s is unique for a given reduct, the neighborhood of s is also unique. Feasible search direction and FSDS: Let q be a neighbor of s, if q satisfies g(q) = g(s), we call q a feasible search direction of s. The set of all the feasible search directions is called FSDS of s, denoted by N 0 (s). Effective search direction: Let q be a neighbor of s, if q satisfies f l (g(q) ) . f l (g(s)), we call q an effective search direction of s.
The neighborhood of s can be divided into three regions based on the values of the evaluation function
where q is a neighbor of s. They correspond to the effective search direction set of s, the non-effective search direction set of s and non-FSDS of s, respectively. The first two compose FSDS of s.
The search direction is similar to the gradient in optimization theory. The effective search direction corresponds to the positive gradient. Non-effective search direction corresponds to negative gradient. Non-FSDS corresponds to the zero gradient.
From the above analysis, it is clear that the iterative sequence fq k g must be composed of some effective search directions of s. That is, they must satisfy the conditions (1) and (2) discussed earlier. However, it is difficult to derive the effective search direction directly. One can easily prove that the effective search direction set is included in the FSDS. This implies that we can construct the FSDS first, in order to obtain an effective search direction set. We have three rules for judging if an attribute ordering is an effective search direction.
In the following three rules, we assume that R ¼ g(l) is a reduct of an information table S, l is an attribute ordering and s the standard normal attribute ordering corresponding to R. By the fact that a i [ R is not a core attribute, we have m = þ1, where m is the largest subscript. Suppose q is obtained by the move s À À À ! a i q and location of a i in q is y. It follows that y ! m. According to the S-attribute theorem, we have g(s) = g(q). That is, q is a feasible search direction of s.
Remark. For the moved reduct attribute a i , we have a i Ó g(q). From S-attribute theorem, we know that y , m for a core attribute a i , as the subscript of S-attribute of [a i ] is þ1, i.e.
m ¼ þ1. We immediately have g(q) ¼ g(s).
If we move rightward a non-reduct attribute in an attribute ordering, the resulting new attribute ordering induces the same reduct under the map g [15] . On the basis of the rules 4.1 and 4.2, we can conclude that the FSDS of s, N 0 (s), is the set of all the attribute orderings obtained by s À À À ! a i q, where
and a i is not a core attribute.
Remark. From a given reduct R, we cannot infer which one is a core attribute. Nevertheless, we can construct 
According to the remark of rule 4.1, we know that a j is not a reduct attribute of g(q). Thus,
. Therefore, f l (g(q)) , f l (R). Rule 4.3 gives us a method to decide if some attribute orderings are to be excluded in the effective search direction set of s.
Remark. The attribute orderings obtained from rules 4.2 and 4.3 are not the effective search directions.
In summary, a good search strategy should select the effective search directions in FSDS so that the map g will produce a reduct with a larger value in the next iteration based on the evaluation function f l .
A HEURISTIC ALGORITHM FOR FINDING ORBAO
In this section, we will present an algorithm called neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm. The basic process of this algorithm is outlined as follows. An attribute ordering l given by a user is used as the initial point to compute the reduct R ¼ g(l). The standard normal attribute ordering s corresponding to the reduct R and the corresponding FSDS of s, N 0 (s), are constructed. An effective search direction q that maximizes the evaluation function f l is selected from N 0 (s). This process is repeated. When the effective search direction set of the current standard normal attribute ordering s is empty, the algorithm will stop.
Local optimal reduct: If there does not exist a neighbor q of s in N 0 (s) such that f l (g(q)) . f l (g(s)), then reduct R ¼ g(s) is called a local optimal reduct based on the given attribute ordering l. , l : a 1 1  a 2 1 . . . 1 a m an attribute ordering given by the user, R ¼ g(l) a reduct of S and P be the set of attributes satisfying rule 4.2 and rule 4.3. At the beginning, set
Neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm: Figure 1 is a greedy algorithm for constructing a reduct based on the notion of neighborhoods. In the algorithm, bPc ¼ fq : s À À À ! a i q; a i [ Pg and dqe denotes the moved attribute a i so that an attribute ordering q is obtained by s À À À ! a i q.
), then dqe is a core attribute.
EXAMPLE 1. This example illustrates the basic idea of the algorithm. Consider an information table
Suppose an attribute ordering is l : a 1 b 1 . . . 1h and the discernibility matrix of S is M ¼ fabce, acef, acg, agh, bceg, bdf, bef, cde, cef, d, efh, fg, ghg. Assume that the tree-based reduct construction algorithm is used as the map g. Initially, we have P ¼ f, R ¼ g(l) ¼ fd, e, gg, k ¼ 0, q 0 ¼ l. Additional iterative steps are given as:
(1) Let q 0 be an initial point, R ¼ R best ¼ fd, e, gg, the standard normal attribute ordering is s ¼ d 1 e 1 g  1 a 1 b 1 c 1 f 1 1 a 1 b 1 c 1 f 1 h 1 e, e 1 g 1 a 1 b 1 c 1 1 g 1 h, a 1 d 1 e 1 h 1 b 1 c 1 g 1 f, a 1 d 1  f 1 h 1 b 1 c 1 g 1 eg; When the algorithm stops, we obtain a reduct R ¼ fa, b, d, f, hg. There are in total eight reducts for this information table. The algorithm calculates reduct eight times. Five different reducts are produced. The reduct R ¼ fa, b, d, f, hg is the optimal reduct based on the attribute ordering l :
Assume that an user ordering of attributes is l : e 1 a 1 b 1 c 1 d 1 f 1 g 1 h and the discernibility matrix of S is M ¼ fabce, acef, acg, agh, bceg, bdf, bef, cde, cef, d, efh, fg, ghg.
Assume that the tree-based reduct construction algorithm is used as the map g. Let l be the initial point. We obtain a reduct R ¼ fe, a, d, f, hg by using the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm, which is in fact the optimal reduct. EXAMPLE 3. The world of vertebrates. Here, we employ an example to illustrate the ORBAO problem. We first construct an attribute ordering according to the common sense and get an optimal reduct based on it. Then, we also get another attribute ordering from the view of specialists and analyse the optimal reduct with respect to this attribute ordering and give an un-common description about the concept 'bird'. Table 1 , cited by [21] , describes the information system of the vertebrate world. It contains 20 kinds of vertebrates and takes 'bird' as decision attribute. In the information system, the domain of 'bird' is fY, Ng. The condition attribute set is fgregarious, egg, milk, fly, swim, lung, warm blood, foodg. The domain of 'food' is f0, 1, 2g, where 0: herbivorous; 1: carnivorous; 2: omnivorous. Obviously, it is rather complex to describe the concept 'bird'.
'Birds can fly' is a common knowledge for many people. It is also easily observed whether the birds are gregarious, can lay eggs, swim and have milk. So according to these common sense, an attribute ordering 'fly 1 gregarious 1 egg 1 swim 1 milk 1 food 1 lung 1 warm blood' can be constructed.
By the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm, the reduct ffly, gregarious, egg, lungg is the optimal reduct based on this attribute ordering. Now let us consider another attribute ordering 'milk 1 warm blood 1 fly 1 gregarious 1 egg 1 swim 1 food 1 lung', given by the specialists, instead of the common sense.
By the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm, the reduct fmilk, warm bloodg is the optimal reduct based on the attribute ordering given by the specialists.
The above example implies that the ORBAO may be different when the attribute ordering changed and there are different descriptions to the same concept according to the optimal reducts based on the different attribute orderings. Particularly, the above method is able to explain the algorithm's actions to achieve the optimal reduct in terms of the attribute orderings supplied by different user's requirements.
ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM
This section analyzes the computational complexity and several properties of the proposed algorithm.
The computation of the algorithm is mainly concentrated on the three parts, namely, calculations of FSDS, the set of the attributes satisfying the rule 4.3 and the reduct based on the feasible search direction, respectively. In this process, a i and the attributes after it will be moved only once, the computational complexity of this process is O(m). As Card(N 0 (s)) Card(g(s)) , m, the computational complexity of calculating FSDS of s is O(m Proof. To calculate the set of attributes satisfying rule 4.3, we compare the attributes in reduct R and the ones in the given attribute ordering l. When the corresponding attributes are different, the comparison process stops. The complexity is O(m 2 ). A THEOREM 6.3. If the map R ¼ g(q) is the tree-based reduct construction algorithm, then the computational complexity of each iteration in the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm is O(m 3 Â n), where n is the number of objects.
Proof. We need to calculate reducts based on every feasible search directions in N 0 (s) for finding the new iterative point and Card(N 0 (s)) , m. The complexity of the tree-based reduct construction algorithm is O(m 2 Â n) [16] . Hence, the complexity of finding a new iterative point is O(m 3 Â n). A From the proof of the Theorem 6.3, we know that the computational complexity of the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm depends on the map g. For example, if the map g is the reduct construction algorithm based on the discernibility matrix [9] (see Appendix 1), then 
the computational complexity of the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm is O(m 2 Â n 2 ). When the map g is the tree-based reduct construction algorithm, the computational complexity of the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm is O(m 3 Â n). For information tables with n ) m, this computational complexity is acceptable. THEOREM 6.4. When the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm stops, the obtained reduct R is a local optimal reduct of the information table S based on the given attribute ordering.
A Proof. When the algorithm stops, for any attribute ordering
, then q is a non-feasible search direction of s. Hence, we must have g(q) ¼ g(s). By definition, R is a local optimal reduct of the information table S based on the given attribute ordering.
A If the sequence fR k g is composed of the reducts R k ¼ g(q k ) of the sequence fq k g, then the sequence fR k g converges to a local optimal reduct based on the given attribute ordering. THEOREM 6.5. If the map g is the tree-based reduct construction algorithm, the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm is complete for reduct.
Proof. Zhao [16] proved that the tree-based reduct construction algorithm is complete for reduct. Since the reduct obtained by the neighborhood greedy algorithm is calculated through this map, the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm is also complete for reduct.
A THEOREM 6.6. If the map g is the tree-based reduct construction algorithm, for a given attribute ordering, the solution of the neighborhood greedy algorithm is unique.
Proof. Suppose the current iterative point is q k . If the map g is the tree-based reduct construction algorithm, the reduct R k ¼ g(q k ) calculated by g is unique. We know that the standard normal attribute ordering s ¼ standard(R k ) corresponding to reduct R k is unique. The structure of the neighborhood of s is determined by R k . Hence, the new iterative point q kþ 1 will be obtained uniquely. Given an attribute ordering l, the initial point is fixed. In this way, the iterative sequence fq k g is determined uniquely. It follows that, for a given attribute ordering, the solution R k ¼ g(q k ) of the neighborhood greedy algorithm is unique.
A On the basis of those theorems, the neighborhood greedy algorithm produce correctly and uniquely a local optimal reduct.
COMPARISON WITH OTHER ALGORITHMS
Zhao and Wang [10] proposed an algorithm for finding a reduct according to a user's requirement (see Appendix 2). This section discusses the principles of the neighborhood greedy algorithm and the algorithm of Zhao and Wang [10] , as well as their differences.
Let us first review the concept of functional dependence. Functional dependence: Let S ¼ (U, C < D) be an information table. We say that there exists a functional dependency between two subsets X 1 , X 2 # C, if and only if values of X 1 determine the values of X 2 for any object. Such a functional dependency is denoted by X 1 ! X 2 . In terms of positive regions, we have POS
In rough set theory, if X 1 depends on X 2 and X 1 > X 2 ¼ 0 =, then for any reduct R [ RED(S), X 1 < X 2 Ü R. That is, X 1 and X 2 cannot be included in the same reduct. In particular, for subset X 1 , if there is a reduct R such that X 1 > R ¼ 0 =, there must exist a subset X 2 # R such that X 2 ! X 1 . If we hope that X 1 becomes the reduct attribute, then the attributes in X 2 cannot all belong to R. That is, at least one reduct attribute in X 2 should be changed into a non-reduct attribute.
In neighborhood greedy algorithm, the feasible search direction q of s is an attribute ordering with certain a i such that a i [ g(s) but a i Ó g(q). The effective search direction q of s is an attribute ordering in which the reduct attributes of g(q) that are changed from the non-reduct attributes of g(s) are more important than the non-reduct attributes of g(q) that are changed from the reduct attributes of g(s).
The principle of the neighborhood greedy algorithm is to destroy the current reduct structure first, and then to generate a better reduct through changing some reduct attributes into non-reduct attributes.
The theoretical foundation of the algorithm of Zhao and Wang is given as follows [10] .
A label attribute a is included in a reduct R if and only if there exists some a ¼ aB
The basic process of the algorithm is given as follows [10] .
. ., [a k ]g according to a certain strategy and eliminate B i from the set of conditional attributes. Second, make the corresponding label attributes become the reduct attribute from left to right according to the given attribute ordering. However, there is no guarantee that the solution of this reduct construction algorithm is the optimal reduct. When the attributes in B i are eliminated from the conditional attribute set, more than one label attributes may be changed into reduct attributes. Eliminating B i means B i becomes non-reduct attributes. However, some other label attributes located in front of the given attribute ordering l may depend on them, and those attributes cannot become reduct attributes.
For example, we use the algorithm in [10] for the information table of Example 2. According to the algorithm, a ¼ efh [ [e] is selected, where e is the label attribute and B 1 ¼ ff, hg. In order to make e to be a reduct attribute, B 1 ¼ ff, hg should be selected and eliminated from all elements of the discernibility matrix. In the same time, the label attribute g becomes the reduct attribute, too. On the other hand,
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the second attribute a in the given attribute ordering l : e 1 a 1 b 1 c 1 d 1 f 1 g 1 h depends on the attribute subset fe, gg. Hence, a is not included in the solution, i.e. reduct R 0 ¼ fe, d, gg, of the algorithm in [10] . From Example 2, we know that the optimal reduct based on the given attribute ordering l is R ¼ fe, a, d, f, hg.
The two algorithms have a common ground. That is, they both need to change some reduct attributes into non-reduct attributes, and destroy the functional dependency relationship between those selected attributes and some other attributes. They are also very different in nature. First, their purposes are different. The neighborhood greedy algorithm aims to destroy the current reduct structure and generate a new and better reduct, while the aim of the algorithm in [10] is to ensure some label attribute can become the reduct attribute. Second, their eliminated attributes are different. In the neighborhood greedy algorithm, the eliminated attribute may become reduct attribute again, as long as there is a better reduct included in it, while in the algorithm in [10] , the eliminated attributes cannot become the reduct attributes again. Finally, their computational complexities are different, the computational complexities of each iteration of the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm is O(m 3 Â n), while the computational complexities of the algorithm in [10] is O(m Â n 4 ). In practice, many information tables have the property of n ) m. The computational complexity of neighborhood greedy algorithm is acceptable, while the reduct construction algorithm in [10] is not.
The solution of the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm in general is better than one of the algorithms in [10] , especially in the aspect of the computation complexity.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
This paper challenges the underlying assumption of the traditional machine learning that all users have the same requirements. We argue that different users have different requirements. The problem of feature selection needs to be user-oriented.
Within the theory of rough sets, we present a model in which the user's requirements are described by attribute orderings. The primary problem is to find the optimal reduct based on an attribute ordering. Unfortunately, we have proved that this problem is NP-hard. Consequently, we investigate heuristic methods by adopting an optimization framework. We first introduce an evaluation function for measuring the user preference. An optimization model is then established for constructing a reduct. An optimization algorithm, the neighborhood greedy reduct construction algorithm, is developed. We analyse the computational complexity of the algorithm and prove that the algorithm is complete for reduct and the solution of the algorithm is local optimal. Finally, we compare this algorithm with another algorithm introduced by Zhao and Wang [10] .
The reduct produced by the neighborhood greedy algorithm is determined by the selection of the initial point l, the map g and the neighborhood structure of the standard normal attribute ordering s. The initial point l is the user's original ordering.
When a user ordering is given and the map g is selected, the neighborhood structure becomes the only factor that determines the reduct R. In Section 3, we suggest that the neighborhood structure of s may be divided into three regions: the effective search direction set of s, non-effective search direction set of s, non-FSDS of s. The key of finding a new iterative point is to search the effective search direction set which is included in the FSDS of s. The FSDS of s can be calculated easily according to rules 4.1 and 4.2. The questions are whether there exists an effective search direction in the FSDS of s and how to find it, if it does exist. Rule 4.3 can help us to find out some non-effective search directions, but it is not sufficient to answer these questions.
We adopt a method that searches the FSDS of s to locate a new iterative point. It is simple, easy to understand and convenient to use. In the process of computation, we find that some reducts are calculated repeatedly. The reason is that the number of the attribute orderings corresponding to the reduct is always more than one. Many of them may become the feasible search directions. Our future research will attempt to answer the following questions: how to find the effective search direction set of s, effectively? how to jump out the local optimal reduct? how to estimate the difference between the global optimal reduct and the local optimal reduct?
We use a linear ordering of attributes to describe user requirements and focus on fundamental theoretical issues. In order to fully appreciate the view of user-oriented feature selection for machine learning, we need to consider many practical issues, such as weakening the assumption of linear ordering, new system performance measures, new heuristic algorithms for reduct construction and systematic evaluations. As complementary to the present study, we will report new findings on those topics and experimental results in the forthcoming papers.
